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[1] Tropical deep convection plays a key role in the vertical transport of moisture to
the upper troposphere. Here we investigate relations between the interannual anomalies
of the sea surface temperature (SST) in the tropical strong precipitation regions
(rainy‐region SST) and tropical upper tropospheric humidity (UTH), as seen from the
ECMWFERA‐40 and ERA‐interim reanalyses, AIRS observations, and four global climate
model (GCM) simulations from the IPCC AR4 archive. Important differences are found
between the two reanalyses and between models and observations/reanalyses. The mean
correlation coefficients between interannual anomalies of UTH (250–400 mb) and
rainy‐region SST are 0.46 for the ECMWF ERA‐40 but 0.86 for ERA‐interim and
0.87 for the 6‐year AIRS data, which are all higher than their counterparts when the
tropical‐mean SST anomalies are used instead. All GCMs exhibit systematically
stronger correlations (∼0.95) for both types of SST anomalies. Fractional changes of
UTH anomalies with respect to the two types of SST anomalies are also examined.
Using modeled and reanalyses tropical temperature profiles as input, an idealizing
model that assumes deep convection for the only source of water vapor is used to
compute the UTH variations. Except for the case of ECMWF ERA‐40, the idealized
model reasonably reproduces the UTH profiles at 250 and 300 mb for all other cases,
corroborating the dominate control of deep convection on the humidity in these layers. The
UTH at 200 mb derived from the idealized model is 1.5 to 2 times more humid than
those from the GCMs and reanalyses, suggesting the importance of drying
mechanisms at this level and probably above. Possible causes for the outlier behavior
of ERA‐40 are also discussed.
Citation: Chuang, H., X. Huang, and K. Minschwaner (2010), Interannual variations of tropical upper tropospheric humidity
and tropical rainy‐region SST: Comparisons between models, reanalyses, and observations, J. Geophys. Res., 115, D21125,
doi:10.1029/2010JD014205.
1. Introduction
[2] Owing to its roles in radiation, dynamics, cloud
microphysics, and the complex interactions between these
processes, water vapor lies in the heart of projecting future
climate change. Water vapor feedback is the most important
positive feedback to amplify the surface warming caused by
increases of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere [Held and
Soden, 2000; Bony et al., 2006; Soden and Held, 2006].
Particularly, owing to its important role in regulating the
radiation budget and close connection to tropical deep con-
vection, the tropical upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) has
been a focus in climate research since the 1990s [Lindzen,
1990; Soden and Bretherton, 1994; Soden and Fu, 1995;
Sherwood, 1996; Pierrehumbert and Roca, 1998; Dessler
and Sherwood, 2000; Sherwood and Dessler, 2003; Soden
et al., 2005; Sherwood et al., 2006; Su et al., 2006; John
and Soden, 2006; Dessler et al., 2008; Sherwood et al.,
2010]. The major source of tropical UTH is tropical deep
convection [Houze and Betts, 1981; Held and Soden, 2000]
while its large‐scale distribution is influenced by moisture
advection and diffusion, as well as condensation [Betts and
Albrecht, 1987; Sun and Lindzen, 1993; Udelhofen and
Hartmann, 1995; Sherwood, 1996; Pierrehumbert, 1998;
Pierrehumbert and Roca, 1998; Dessler and Sherwood,
2000]. Tropical deep convection transports moisture
upward and injects it to the upper troposphere. The deep
convection also plays an indispensable role in maintaining a
nearly moist, adiabatic profile for the entire tropical tropo-
sphere [Stone and Carlson, 1979; Xu and Emanuel, 1989;
Wallace, 1992]. From this point of view, deep convection is
the venue from which the upper troposphere can directly
“communicate” with the surface. For the same reason, the
surface temperature over nonconvective regions has no such
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direct connection with upper tropospheric temperature, or
with the UTH. Therefore, the tropical mean UTH variations
could be expected to correlate more closely with the varia-
tions of surface temperature in deep‐convection regions
rather than those in large‐scale subsidence (nonconvective)
regions.
[3] Many previous studies [Sun and Held, 1996; Sun et al.,
2001] about the tropical UTH and upper‐tropospheric tem-
perature employed the tropical‐mean sea surface temperature
(SST) variations instead of the SST variations over deep‐
convection regions. Sobel et al. [2002] explained, from a
statistical point of view, the coincidence of obtaining similar
interannual variations from different ways of sampling the
tropical SST. In the same study it has been argued that, for
large ENSO events, the variations of tropical‐mean SST and
SST over the deep‐convection regions could be indeed sig-
nificantly different. There also have been studies that used
different convective indices such as SST threshold, OLR
(outgoing longwave radiation), precipitation, and high‐cloud
fraction to filter SST and analyzed relations between such
filtered SST and upper tropospheric properties. For example,
Minschwaner and Dessler [2004] (hereafter MD04) used
monthly mean OLR less than 250 Wm−2 as a filter to obtain
monthly mean SST over the deep‐convection region and then
studied its interannual variation with UTH anomalies
observed from UARS MLS (Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite, Microwave Lime Sounder). Convective‐region SST
has also been approximated in some studies [Lindzen et al.,
2001; Hartmann and Michelsen, 2002; Su et al., 2008] by
weighting SST by cloud fraction. Kubota and Terao [2004]
on the other hand, used daily precipitation rate (>6 mm
day−1) as a convective index to compile SST only over such
strong precipitating regions (hereafter, rainy‐region SST) and
then examined decadal variability of such rainy‐region SST.
[4] Relationships between tropical mean water vapor and
temperature over the interannual timescale were first studied
by Sun and Held [1996]. They found large discrepancies
between the GFDL GCM, and radiosonde observations:
Modeled correlations being much larger than observed.
When the same analysis was performed to GCM output
archived for Atmospheric Model Intercomprison Project
(AMIP) [Sun et al., 2001], the discrepancies were essentially
the same even though the models were significantly different
from each other in many aspects.Huang et al. [2005] showed
inconsistent interannual covariability of tropical temperature
and humidity between two reanalyses (ECMWF ERA‐40
and NCEP reanalyses), the GFDL AM2 model, and HIRS
observations from the NOAA satellite. A discrepancy in the
water vapor field in ERA‐40 and NCEP reanalysis was also
found by Chen et al. [2008]. In another words, such model‐
observation discrepancies remain unchanged in fifteen years,
although both models and observations themselves have
been improved substantially.
[5] In this study, we examine correlations between inter-
annual anomalies of tropical UTH and rainy‐region SST (as
an index of convection‐region SST) in the observations,
reanalyses, and GCM simulations. Given the fact that the
area covered by the deep convection could vary significantly
at intraseasonal and even shorter timescales (e.g., due to
monsoon onset or tropical intraseasonal oscillation), it
would be meaningful to construct a rainy‐region SST based
on precipitation data at daily or pentad timescales, instead of
monthly timescales. Then interannual rainy‐region SST
anomalies can be obtained from compilations of such daily‐
or pentad‐resolution rainy‐region SST. Such anomalies then
can be correlated with the tropical UTH anomalies. The
study uses newly available reanalysis (ECMWF ERA‐
interim), satellite observations (AIRS humidity profiles),
and IPCC AR4 GCM simulations to revisit the discrepancies
mentioned in the previous paragraph, with a focus on the
influence of rainy‐region SST on the UTH anomalies. An
idealized equilibrium model that has convection as the sole
source of tropical UTH will also be used to further under-
stand such control of UTH variation by the deep convection
as seen from the reanalyses and GCM simulations.
[6] The sections of this paper are organized as follows.
Datasets and methodology are presented in section 2.
Section 3 describes the results from analyzing reanalyses,
observations, and GCM simulations. Section 4 discusses the
tropical UTH profiles computed from the idealized equi-
librium model and comparisons with those produced from
reanalyses and GCM simulations. Conclusion and discus-
sion are given in section 5.
2. Data and Method
2.1. Datasets and Definition of Rainy‐Region SST
[7] Monthly mean specific humidity from Atmospheric
Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [Fetzer et al., 2006] and from two
ECMWF reanalysis products, ERA‐40 [Uppala et al., 2005]
and ERA‐interim [Simmons et al., 2006; Uppala et al.,
2008], are analyzed in this study. Compared to the ERA‐
40, noteworthy advances in ERA‐interim data assimilation
system are (1) 12‐hourly 4‐Dvar instead of 6‐hourly 3‐Dvar;
(2) higher horizontal resolution (T255 versus T159, i.e., ∼75
km versus 125 km); (3) a new humidity analysis algorithm
and improved model physics; (4) variational bias correction
of satellite radiance data instead of the static bias correction in
ERA‐40, as well as other improvements in bias handling.
More detailed improvements and impacts on data assimila-
tion can be found by Uppala et al. [2008]. As a result, its
assimilated UTH properties are noticeably different than from
the ERA‐40 model, which shall be seen in section 3.
Observational precipitation data are taken from the pentad‐
resolution GPCP (Global Precipitation Climatology Project)
data [Huffman et al., 2001; Adler et al., 2003; Xie et al.,
2003]. Pentad‐resolution rainy‐region SST is then obtained
as follows: first the monthly NOAA Optimum Interpolation
(OI) SSTs [Reynolds and Marsico, 1993; Reynolds et al.,
2002] are temporally interpolated to the mid‐point of
each five‐day period used in the GPCP data, then rainy‐
region SST is defined as SST over regions with GPCP
precipitation higher than 6 mm/day. Such a threshold,
which encompasses the 16.54% high end of probability
distribution function (PDF) of GPCP precipitation in the
tropics, has been used in previous studies as well [Sobel
et al., 2002; Kubota and Terao, 2004]. The overall results
are not sensitive to the moderate change of the choice of such
6 mm/day rain threshold. Other relevant details of observa-
tional and reanalysis data are summarized in Table 1.
[8] Figure 1a shows the time series of fractional area
defined as rainy region in this way over the entire tropics
(30°N–30°S) and over the inner tropics (15°S–15°N),
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respectively. The rainy region occupies 14.91% of the entire
tropics and 20.37% of the inner tropics on average.
[9] For comparison, monthly mean UTH and SST as well
as daily precipitation from the 20th‐century run (20C3m) of
four IPCC‐AR4 coupled GCMs (GFDL‐CM2.0, ECHAM5,
MRI‐CGCM2.3.2, and NCAR‐CCSM3) are analyzed. The
relevant details of the four GCMs are listed in Table 2. The
four GCMs used here have different native vertical resolu-
tions even though the archives at PCMDI were provided at
the IPCC AR4 mandatory levels. The number of layers in
the upper troposphere (e.g., 100–400 mb) varies from five to
ten, providing enough vertical levels for interpolating onto
the IPCC AR4 levels. Ingram [2002] showed that the UT
water vapor variation and feedback are not sensitive to the
vertical resolution of such GCMs or even higher ones.
[10] Given that the large‐scale SST varies smoothly with
the time, that no daily SST observations over the entire
tropics are available for the period of 1980–1999, and that
GCM simulations usually are done with SST interpolated
from monthly mean SST, we adopt here the same approach
and linearly interpolate monthly SST to daily resolution.
Precipitation simulated by a GCM could be significantly
different from observed in both the magnitude and in the
PDF. Therefore, for each GCM, we first compute the PDF
of simulated daily precipitation over the entire tropics then
define the rainy regions on any given day as being regions
with daily precipitation falling into the 16.54% high end of
the PDF, the same PDF criterion used in the observational
analysis.
2.2. Data Analysis
[11] In this study, we focus on the interannual variation of
UTH profiles over the entire tropics and its relation to the
interannual variation of rainy‐region SST in the inner tro-
pics. Monthly mean rainy‐region SST is obtained from
pentad (for observations and reanalyses) or daily (for GCM
Figure 1. (a) Dotted gray curve is the time series of the percentage of tropical area (30°S–30°N) with
GPCP pentad‐resolution precipitation larger than 6 mm/d. Solid curve is same except for the inner tropics
(15°S–15°N). (b) Dotted line is the interannual anomalies of observed NOAA SST averaged over the
entire inner tropics. Solid line is the interannual anomalies of observed rainy‐region SST in the inner tro-
pics. Definition of the rainy‐region SST and method to compute the interannual anomaly can be found in
section 2 of the context.
Table 1. Summary of Observational and Reanalysis Data Used in This Study
Data Sources Variables Horizontal Resolution Time Period Analyzed Here Focused Area
AIRS L3 monthly means Specific humidity 1° × 1° 2003.01–2008.12 30°S–30°N
NOAA OI v2 SST SST 1° × 1° 1982.01–2008.12 15°S–15°N
GPCP v1.0 Precipitation 2.5° × 2.5° 1982.01–2008.12 15°S–15°N
ECMWF ERA‐40 Specific humidity 2.5° × 2.5° 1982.01–2001.12 30°S–30°N
ECMWF ERA‐interim Specific humidity and SST 1.5° × 1.5° 1989.01–2008.12 30°S–30°N
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simulations) rainy‐region SST interpolated from monthly
mean SST as we describe in the previous paragraph. Then
interannual anomalies are computed from the monthly mean
rainy‐region SST and UTH profiles in the same way as
Huang et al. [2005]: a linear trend is first removed by
regression, next the mean seasonal cycle is computed and
subtracted from the data, and finally a 13‐month moving
average is applied to the data to obtain the interannual
anomalies (for brevity, hereafter interannual anomalies and
anomalies are used interchangeably.). The interannual
anomalies of SST and rainy‐region SST obtained in this
way are shown in Figure 1b. As shown in previous studies
such as Sobel et al. [2002], the two anomalies resemble each
other to a large extent although the rainy‐region SST
anomalies generally have smaller amplitude than the tropical
mean SST anomalies.
[12] The statistical significances of correlations between
the two time series of interannual anomalies are assessed
with a Monte‐Carlo isospectrum method [Camp et al.,
2003]. The method first generates 100,000 surrogate time
series with power spectra identical to one of the two time
series but randomized phases, and then the correlation with
the other time series is computed for each surrogate time
series. By doing so, a probability of obtaining a correlation
coefficient as large as any specified value can be estimated
in a double‐sided test.
2.3. Idealized Model
[13] An idealized, single‐column steady‐state radiative‐
convective model is used here to further understand results
from data analysis. A detailed description of the model can
be found in MD04. The model describes the balance between
adiabatic warming and clear‐sky radiative cooling outside
the cores of deep convection as well as the conservation of
humidity through detrainment process, assuming negligible
contribution from evaporation of condensates. Specifically,







where Cp is the heat capacity of dry air, T is the temperature,
z is the altitude, Gd is the dry‐adiabatic lapse rate, and QR is
the clear‐sky radiative cooling rate,
QR ffi QRðT ; qÞ ð2Þ
where q is the specific humidity. In this study QR is com-
puted from the stand‐alone NCAR CCM3 radiation column
model [Kiehl et al., 1998] for any given (T, q) profiles.
[14] The model further assumes that convection detrain-
ment is the sole source of tropical UTH and evaporation of
condensate during detrainment is negligible. Then the ver-
tical convergence of the upper‐tropospheric downward mass




½q q*ðTÞ ¼ M dq
dz
ð3Þ
where q* is saturation specific humidity.
[15] In this study we specify the temperature profile to be
either the tropical‐mean (30°N–30°S) profiles from a GCM
simulation or that from a reanalysis product. The three
equations described above are solved simultaneously by
iteration to obtain steady‐state solutions to M, q, and QR.
Hereafter, we denote the humidity profiles obtained from
this simple model as qDC, where the subscript “DC” is used
to emphasize that the only source of q in this model is deep
convection.
3. Data Analysis Results
[16] The correlation coefficients between the interannual
anomalies of tropical‐mean UTH profiles (from 400 mb to
150 mb) and that of rainy‐region SST are shown in Figure 2.
For comparison, the correlations with SST interannual
anomalies averaged over the entire inner tropics are shown
in the same plot. For ERA‐40 reanalysis, when mean SST is
used, only correlations at 200 mb and 150 mb are statisti-
cally significant. When rainy‐region SST is used, the cor-
relation is noticeably improved from ∼0.4 to ∼0.5 and such
correlation is statistically significant from 400 mb to 150 mb.
For AIRS, the correlation coefficients between mean SST
and UTH anomalies are ∼0.80–0.90, much higher than those
of ERA‐40. When rainy‐region SST is used instead of
mean SST, the correlation is slightly improved by ∼2.0%
for 200–400 mb but reduced by 4.75% at 150 mb. Note
such slight increase or decrease of correlation is within the
uncertainty due to the short time period of AIRS data
(please see the next paragraph for an estimate for such
uncertainty) and AIRS humidity retrieval is less confident
at levels above 200 mb [Fetzer et al., 2006]. For the ERA‐
interim reanalysis, its correlation coefficients are close to
those of AIRS (a cautionary note here is that the degrees
of freedom of six years of AIRS data are significantly
different from those of twenty years of ERA‐interim data).
When rainy‐region SST is used, slight to moderate im-
provements can be seen for 400 250 mb, largest of which
is 11.3% at 350 mb. Similar to the case of AIRS, the
correlation is reduced slightly above 250 mb.
Table 2. Summary of the Four GCM Simulations (the 20th Century Run) Used in This Studya
GCMs Horizontal Resolution Time Period Convection Scheme Dynamic Core
NCAR‐CCSM3 T85 (∼1.4°) 1980.01–1999.12 Zhang and McFarlane [1995] Spectrum
GFDL‐CM2.0 2.0° × 2.5° 1980.01–1999.12 Relaxed Arakawa‐Schubert
[Moorthi and Suarez, 1992]
Finite difference (Horizontal)
and finite volume (vertical)
ECHAM5 (Germany) T63 (∼1.875°) 1980.01–1999.12 Tiedtke [1989] and Nordeng [1994] Spectrum
MRI‐CGCM2.3.2 (Japan) T42 (∼2.8°) 1980.01–1999.12 Prognostic Arakawa‐Schubert
[Randall and Pan, 1993]
Spectrum
aAll archived for IPCC‐AR4 GCM 20th and available from the PCMDI, Lawrence‐Livermore National Laboratory.
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[17] It has been noted before that the interannual anoma-
lies of ERA‐40 UTH are different from those of NCEP
reanalysis and satellite measurements [Huang et al., 2005].
The discrepancies between ERA‐40 and ERA‐interim are
most likely due to the changes implemented in ERA‐interim
that are related to moist physics and elimination of volcano
contamination in the satellite radiances assimilated into the
reanalysis. The correlations of AIRS data are derived from
six years of data, in contrast to the twenty years of data
used in ERA‐40 and ERA‐interim. To assess the influence
of such limited period on the derived correlations, we cal-
culated the correlations for six consecutive years of ERA‐
interim data and compared such correlations with those
derived from the 20 years of ERA‐interim data. For four
segments of such 6 yr data segment that we examined, all
yield correlations clustering around the correlations com-
puted from the 20‐year data, with difference less than ∼±10%
between 400–150 mb.
[18] All four GCMs examined here exhibit consistently
higher correlation between UTH and SST anomalies than
shown by the AIRS data and reanalyses products over all
levels from 400 mb to 150 mb. The correlations between
the mean SST and UTH anomalies are as high as ∼0.88–
0.95. When rainy‐region SST is used, the correlation is
even higher for three GCMs with improvements of up
to ∼5%.
[19] To illustrate the contrast between model and obser-
vation in a more explicit way, Figure 3a shows scatter plots
of ERA‐interim humidity anomalies at 300 mb versus SST
(or rainy‐region SST) anomalies and Figure 3b show the
counterpart from the GFDL model output. For SST
anomalies less than 0.2 K, the spread of mean SST is only
slightly wider than that of rainy‐region SST. But for large
positive anomalies (>0.2 K), the spread of mean SST is
Figure 3. (a) Scatter plot of ERA‐interim humidity anoma-
lies at 300 mb versus SST anomalies. The black crosses
denote the inner‐tropical mean SST anomalies, and the gray
circles denote the rainy‐region SST anomalies. (b) Same as
Figure 3a except for the GFDL CM2.0 simulation.
Figure 2. (a) Solid (dash) lines are correlation coefficients
between interannual anomalies of tropical mean specific
humidity and those of inner‐tropical (15°S–15°N) rainy‐
region SST (inner‐tropical mean SST). Only statistically sig-
nificant correlations are plotted. Results from AIRS data are
in red, ERA‐40 in black, and ERA‐interim in blue. (b) Same
as Figure 2a except for four GCM results.
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substantially wider than that of rainy‐region SST. This is
consistent with what Sobel et al. [2002] described about the
deviation between SST and rainy‐region SST anomalies
when the SST anomalies become large during an El Nino
phase. It is such differences over the large positive SST
anomalies that lead to the improved correlations shown in
Figure 2a. In contrast, the GFDL CM2 (Figure 3b) does not
exhibit such distinctive changes in terms of the spread of
scatter plots when SST anomalies are large and positive.
This behavior is consistent among all GCMs studied (not
shown here), thus the difference between scatter plot of SST
anomalies and that of rainy‐region SST anomalies are
insignificant over the entire range. Figure 4 shows the cor-
responding UTH anomalies (qa) regressed onto the SST
anomalies (SSTa) to obtain a fractional change of UTH with





where q is the mean
humidity. For both AIRS and the two reanalyses (Figure 4a),
the fractional changes at all levels are larger when rainy‐
region SST is used instead of mean SST. For ERA‐interim,
the 95% confidence levels of fractional changes do not
overlap each other from 400 mb to 200 mb, indicating that
the improvement is statistically significant. As for the GCM
simulations (Figure 4b), the regression of fractional change is
larger for all levels when rainy‐region SST anomalies are
used instead of mean SST anomalies for three GCMs. The
improvements for NCAR CCSM and ECHAM5 are statis-
tically significant at more than the 95% confidence level.
GFDL model shows a slight decrease in regressed fractional
change at all levels when rainy‐regions SST is used, but all
decreases here are statistically insignificant.
[20] Referring to Figures 2a and 2b, the significant dif-
ferences in modeled and observed correlation coefficients
between UTH and mean SST anomalies were noted by Sun
and Held [1996]. Such model‐observation discrepancies in
correlation are substantially reduced here when AIRS or
ERA‐interim are used. Although the ERA‐interim and
ERA‐40 have large disagreements on the correlations
(Figure 2a), the regressed fractional changes of UTH for
the two reanalyses are in fact in much better agreement
(Figure 4a). This indicates that the low correlations
between ERA‐40 UTH and SST (mean or rainy‐region)
might be a result of relatively “noisy” UTH interannual
anomalies in the ERA‐40. ERA‐interim, on the other
hand, has improved moist physics and more refined
methods to assimilate multiple years of HIRS H2O band
radiances. These new features seemingly provide an
improved capability for ERA‐interim to represent the inter-
annual anomalies of UTH.
[21] When rainy‐region SST anomalies are used instead
of mean SST anomalies, both AIRS and ERA‐interim show
changes in the correlations between UTH anomalies and
SST anomalies, but the sign of such changes is not the same
through all vertical levels. For AIRS, there is no improve-
ment in correlation between 200 and 150 mb (Figure 2a);
note that 200 mb is also the level where the maximum
fractional change in UTH anomaly is attained (Figure 4a).
Below this level, the AIRS fractional change in UTH
anomalies is decreasing quickly from 19.4% to 9.2% at
400 mb. For ERA‐interim, the improvement of correlation
stops at 250 mb. Similar to the case of AIRS, 250 mb is also
the level below which the fractional change of ERA‐interim
UTH anomalies decreases quickly and above which the
fractional change essentially levels off (Figure 4a). The re-
sults suggest that 200 mb (250 mb) could be the level at
which moisture anomalies have been influenced most by
year‐to‐year variations in deep convection as seen from
AIRS (ERA‐interim), presumably via corresponding varia-
tions of the level of maximum detrainment since it is near this
level where deep convection injects most saturated air into
the upper troposphere. Previous studies suggest that the
mean maximum outflow level from tropical deep convection
Figure 4. (a) Dotted (solid) lines are fractional change
of specific humidity anomalies with respect to the inner‐
tropical‐mean SST (rainy‐region SST) anomalies. Only sta-
tistically significant results (i.e., p‐value < 0.05) are plotted.
AIRS results show in red, ERA‐40 in black, and ERA‐
interim in blue. The horizontal thin blue lines represent
the 95% confident intervals of the regressed fractional
change of the ERA‐interim data. (b) Same as Figure 4a
except for modeled fractional change. Different colors rep-
resent different GCMs as labeled on the plot. The 95% con-
fident intervals for the ECHAM5 and NCAR CCSM models
are plotted in horizontal thin lines.
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is around 200 mb (∼350 K in potential temperature) [Folkins
et al., 2000; Folkins, 2002; Fueglistaler et al., 2009] with
certain geographical variations. For example, Thompson
et al. [1979] suggested that it is at about 13 km in the
western Pacific and 11 km in the eastern Atlantic. Our
findings here suggest that, if we are able to compile a
probability distribution function (PDF) of maximum outflow
level of tropical deep convection, the largest interannual
variation of such PDF is likely concentrated around 200 mb
for AIRS but equally spread around 150–250 mb for the
ERA‐interim reanalysis. All GCMs, except MRI CGCM,
also show such a “turning point” at 200 mb in terms of the
fractional change of UTH anomalies with rainy‐region SST
anomalies.
4. Results From an Idealized Model
[22] In this section we explore the relations between
simulated and observed UTH anomalies and deep con-
vection from the perspective of an idealized model
described in section 2. Figure 5 displays the tropical cli-
matology of clear‐sky net radiative cooling rates of four
GCMs and two reanalysis datasets. The level of zero
radiative cooling, for all cases, resides between 150 mb
and 200 mb. This level is assumed to be the highest level
of convective detrainment in the idealized model. As in
MD04, the humidity profile (qDC) is iteratively obtained
from the equations (1)–(3) for a detrainment layer about
100 mb in thickness below the level of zero radiative
cooling (i.e., 200–300 mb in this study). Therefore, below
we will focus solely on this layer.
[23] Multiple‐year means of the ratio of qDC to the
humidity in GCM simulations (or reanalysis) is shown in
Figure 6a, accompanied by the yearly time series of such
ratios at 250 mb in Figure 6b. At the top part of the
detrainment layer (∼200 mb), the ratio varies from 1.5 to 2.1
with a median value of 1.74. In the middle and lower levels
(250–300 mb), the ratios for all GCMs and ERA‐interim are
clustered around 1.0 with a median value of 0.99 for 250 mb
and 0.94 for 300 mb. All GCMs and ERA‐interim have
small year‐to‐year variations. This corroborates that the
contribution from deep‐convective detrainment dominates
the humidity variations at 250–300 mb [Folkins et al., 2002]
in these GCMs and the ERA‐interim reanalysis, but that
other mechanisms (especially drying mechanisms) are not
negligible at 200 mb. The ERA‐40 is an exception with a
ratio of ∼1.2 for 250 mb and 300 mb layers and 2.1 for
200 mb, largest among all models and reanalyses exam-
ined here. When the annual‐mean time series of such ratios
are examined (Figure 6b), it becomes clear that ERA‐40
has a distinctly elevated ratio ∼1.4 between 1989 and
1994. Given the fact that ERA‐40 assimilated HIRS 6.7 mm
radiances directly and that the NOAA‐11 HIRS radiance
record is over the time frame from October 1988 to July
1994, this elevated ratio in ERA‐40 might be related to how
the HIRS on NOAA‐11 has been assimilated, in addition toFigure 5. The 20 year‐averaged radiative cooling rate (K/d)
profile in the upper troposphere. Different colors represent
different datasets as labeled on the plot. Note that the radia-
tive cooling rate is signed positive for cooling.
Figure 6. (a) The ratio of 20‐year mean qDC to 20‐year
mean specific humidity from GCM simulations (or ERA
reanalysis datasets). The horizontal lines present one stan-
dard deviation. (b) The time series of yearly mean ratio of
qDC/q at 250 mb. Different colors represent different data-
sets as labeled on the plot.
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any possible contamination of Mt. Pinatubo eruption on the
HIRS water vapor channels [Uppala et al., 2004; Uppala
et al., 2005].
5. Conclusion and Discussion
[24] The relations between tropical mean UTH anomalies
and the inner tropical SST anomalies over the interannual
timescale are studied here with two reanalysis datasets from
ECMWF, AIRS retrievals, and GCM simulations. The mean
correlation between interannual anomalies of UTH and
rainy‐region SST is 0.4615, 0.8611, and 0.8721 for the
ECMWF ERA‐40, ERA‐interim, and AIRS dataset,
respectively. For AIRS and ERA‐interim, when rainy‐
region SST anomalies are used instead of mean SST
anomalies, it introduces discernible increases in the corre-
lation with UTH between 400 and 150 mb (though the
increase for the AIRS result is within the estimated uncer-
tainty due to its short time period). All four GCMs examined
here consistently show significantly higher correlation
coefficients between UTH anomalies and mean SST (rainy‐
region SST) anomalies (between 0.88 to 0.95). For AIRS







at all levels are larger when
rainy‐region SST anomalies are used instead of the mean
SST anomalies. As for the GCM simulations, three of the
four GCMs studied show larger fractional changes when
rainy‐region SST anomalies are used. When GCM or
reanalysis temperature fields are fed into an idealized
model with deep convection being the only source of
tropical UTH, the specific humidity at 200 mb (near the
top of the mean detrainment layer) calculated by this
idealized model is almost twice as humid as it in the
reanalysis and GCMs. This indicates that other drying ef-
fects (e.g., mixing, extra‐tropical air intrusion, etc.) might
be equally important for the humidity variations in this
level. Between 250 and 300 mb (the lower part of con-
vective detrainment layer), the specific humidity from this
idealized model agrees relatively well with those from
GCM and reanalyses, suggesting a more dominant control
of the deep convection over other processes. The detrain-
ment layer of deep convection has a finite vertical thick-
ness. One implication here is that the competition between
deep convection and other mechanisms for regulating UTH
might vary significantly within such vertical ranges of the
detrainment layer.
[25] Another finding of this study is the higher correlation
between surface temperature and UTH anomalies in the
ECMWF ERA‐interim reanalysis compared to previous re-
sults from the ERA‐40 reanalysis. A good agreement
between the ERA‐interim reanalysis and AIRS observations
is also demonstrated. All reanalyses, based on algorithms
originally designed for the variational analysis in numerical
weather prediction, are aimed at achieving an optimal
compromise between observation and modeling at each time
step. To what extent such products can faithfully represent
the climate aspect (e.g., annual‐mean, interannual anoma-
lies, decadal trends) of certain fields less constrained by
observations cannot be easily quantified. The improvements
made to ERA‐interim reanalysis, on both the model physics
and the quality control of radiances to be assimilated into the
reanalysis, seemingly contribute to the better agreements
between ERA‐interim and AIRS, at least for the tropical
UTH interannual variability.
[26] Because of the exponential dependence of saturation
pressure on temperature, the saturation water vapor pressure
could change by a factor of 10 or even more from the
bottom part to the top part of the detrainment layer for
tropical deep convection systems. Therefore, a reasonable
representation of vertical detrainment profiles and its rela-
tion with large‐scale circulation features, at least in a sta-
tistical sense, is vital to success in simulating the moistening
of upper troposphere. If the moist convection scheme in a
GCM puts water vapor at a wrong altitude in a wrong
amount, it then gives following dynamic transport an
incorrect starting point. Current GCMs tend to exhibit a
prominent wet bias in the simulated UT specific humidity
climatology when compared to observations. By comparing
coupled‐GCM simulations archived for the IPCC 4th
Assessment Report with tropical UTH retrieved from AIRS
observations, Pierce et al. [2006] and John and Soden [2007]
both showed large moist bias (25%–100% in the former and
100% and even more in the latter studies) in the free tro-
posphere virtually for all GCMs that they had examined.
These studies indicate that some common defects among
these models should be responsible for such bias. Moreover,
John and Soden [2007] showed that modeled planetary
boundary layers (PBLs) also have a dry bias compared to the
AIRS. By directly using spectrally resolved radiances
instead of retrieved UTH, Huang et al. [2006] reached the
same conclusion about such contrast of moist and dry biases
between the free troposphere and the PBL in the GFDL
GCM‐AM2. Huang et al. [2006] also showed the depen-
dence of such moist bias on the dynamic regimes: a stronger
large‐scale upward motion is associated with a larger moist
bias. Both John and Soden [2007] and Huang et al. [2006]
suggested that vertical transport of moisture to the UT
(presumably by deep convection since it dominates the
vertical transport) should be related to the moist bias in
the mean climatology. The study here focuses on interannual
variability and finds that the connections between tropical
UTH and SST in tropical deep convection regions as seen in
GCMs, reanalysis, and AIRS observations are different,
which reaffirms the prerequisite need of improving the
treatment of deep convections in order to correct any UTH
moist bias in GCMs.
[27] On the other hand, recent coordinated observations
such as CloudSat and AIRS provide unprecedented oppor-
tunities to characterize the detrainment and outflow struc-
tures of convective systems over the entire tropics, as well as
the associated moistening effect. Such multiple years of
records from both instruments will be able to help us further
understand discrepancies and issues discussed in this study.
[28] The monthly mean NOAA OI SST is used in this
study primarily because of its long coverage since the
1980s, which is desired for the analysis of ERA‐40 and
ERA‐interim data. This SST dataset is based on both in situ
measurements and AVHRR SST retrieval [Reynolds et al.,
2002], the latter of which is limited by the overcast clouds
and heavy precipitation. Note the SST used in this study is a
large‐scale SST (e.g., SST averaged over a 2° × 2.5° grid
box) and the subgrid variation of such SST is usually small.
On the other hand, AVHRR has very high spatial resolution
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(∼1.1 km for IR imageries) and is capable of utilizing clear‐
sky gaps between cloud systems to obtain SST retrievals. A
microwave‐based SST retrieval such as TMI SST is less
subject to the issue of overcast clouds and heavy precipi-
tation [Bhat et al., 2004] and is capable of producing a daily
SST map. The TMI SST has been available only since
December 1997 and is unsuitable for our study, but in the
future when the data record becomes long enough, it will be
a better candidate for this type of analysis.
[29] This study focuses on the variation of tropical or
inner‐tropical mean upper tropospheric specific humidity
since the mean specific humidity is linearly proportional to
the total mass of water vapor, which in turn is mostly
determined by the vertical transport of water vapor mass
flux from the boundary layer by deep convection. Such
mean specific humidity is often the variable used to char-
acterize the zonally averaged moisture field and appropriate
for simple idealized model. We do note here that the arith-
metical mean is not enough for a complete understanding of
water vapor effects on the climate. Sherwood et al. [2006]
and Ryoo et al. [2009] showed departures from normal
distribution for the tropical upper troposphere relative
humidity, indicating the limited usage of the mean to
characterize the PDF of tropical relative humidity. Such
departures are important for the radiative impact of water
vapor because of the highly nonlinear relation between UTH
and OLR. Therefore, understanding how the PDF of the
tropical UTH varies with surface variables or other dynamic
factors is also an important aspect in terms of advancing our
knowledge of water vapor feedback, which is the focus of
our future work.
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